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Marketing in a 
d ig ital jungle…
...done our way...

We are The Creative Techs, an agency where old school marketing 
meets new school marketing. Honey badgers do things their way. 
They are innovative in their approach and they get it done!

So do we. 





Let ’ s Walk 
a Path 
Together

Brand 
Strategy 
This is the brain and heart 
of your brand, it is why you 
exist and why you offer 
what you do

Brand 
Collateral

Brand
 

Identity
 

This is where we take 
your strategy and 
create visuals that 
identify feelings

      How you can 

     workwithus! First we need to make sure your 
brand foundations are right as 
everything we do is built on your 
foundation.

Name 
Tag-line 
Mission 
Vision 
Value Statements 
Voice 
Tone 
Personality 
Target Audience 
Competitor Research 
Messaging Pillars 

Logo 
Colours 
Supporting Elements 
Fonts 
Corporate Identity Document
Brand Guideline 

These are the supporting 
marketing pieces that are 
used in your marketing to 
represent your strategy 
and identity

We will come up 
with your on-going 
marketing strategy and 
implementation. We will 
continuously report on it to 
ensure both your traditional 
and digital marketing efforts 
are getting the results 
that you need by using a 
combination of the following:

1 2
3

4
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First 

we need to

Let’s get the 
foundation right

Website 
Brochures 
Videos
Photos
Content 
CI Collateral etc.

Creative Campaigns
Social Media Marketing 
Targeted Ads 
Email Marketing 
Landing Pages 
Marketing Funnels 
Pay Per Click Ads 
Search Engine Marketing 
Copy-writing 
Website Management
Content Creation 
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SOLUTIONS
THAT MAKE Ǖ
SMILE:-)

ISSUES WITH...\
DATA STORAGE

PHONE ISSUES
SOTWARE

ANTI-VIRUS
& ANYTHING TECH_?

SOLUTIONS THAT MAKE YOU SMILE!

TECHNOLOGY
FRUSTRATIÖNS_?

SOLUTIONS
THAT MAKE U
SMILE:-)

SOLUTIONS

LET

TECHNOLOGY

THE TECH-

THAT MAKE U

HAVE A FINGER AT IT!

FRUSTRATIONS?

GUYS_>

SMILE:-)

Home        Our Tech Solutions        About        FAQ        Contact Us        Request A Quote >

SOLUTIONS THAT MAKE YOU SMILE!

SOLUTIONS
THAT MAKE U
SMILE:-)

TECHNOLOGY
FRUSTRATIÖNS_?

SOLUTIONS THAT MAKE YOU SMILE!

®

The Tech Guys
____________________________

The Brief:
The Tech Guys is a new walk 
in consulting concept that helps 
people with advice and not 
computer sales. The brief was to 
come up with an innovative and 
fun brand that represents the goal 
of the brand to convert technology 
frustrations into happy customers.

Tools:
Brand Strategy | Brand Identity | 
Website | Campaign Development 
| Social Media | Google Ads | 
Traditional Media

The Solution:
We came up with an innovative 
brand strategy and identity whereby 
we built a happy face into the logo 
and used a play on the use of 
hands and fingers which are used to 
work with technology. A combination 
of social media and Google Ads 
were used to create awareness for 
the brand as well as drive traffic to 
the website.
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The Grand Comoros
___________________
The Brief:
A property development company 
approached us with the idea 
to develop a high-end lifestyle 
retirement village in St Francis. 
The brief was simple. They had 
a completely blank slate – not 
even a name, and they asked us 
to help them develop the name, 
brand, collateral as well as a full 
marketing campaign to generate 
leads for potential buyers.

Tools:
Brand Strategy | Brand 
Identity | Website | Campaign 
Development | Social Media | 
Google Ads | Email Marketing | 
Traditional Media

The Solution:
We developed a brand strategy 
and brand identity that resonates 
with the identified target 
audience. Through an aggressive 
digital marketing campaign, 
we built a funnel with various 
retargeting campaigns and 
landing pages to generate leads 
of potential buyers. Through 
the initial marketing efforts both 
digitally and physically with local 
activation in St Francis, we have 
to date generated 309 leads with 
91 successful offers to purchase. 
There are a total of 131 units in 
the development available. The 
project is currently still under way. 
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Event 
Sanctioned by:

In Support 
of the:

LIKE US ON                   FOLLOW US @THE NANAGA

Saturday, 3 April 2021  - 07:00 am

Early Bird discount available for the first 50 entries 
in each race, or till midnight on 30 November 2019 - 
whichever comes first.

Late entries & registration will take place at Coimbra Cycle 
Shop, cnr Villiers Rd and 6th Ave Walmer on Thursday 16 
April from 4-6pm and on the morning of the race at Nanaga 
Farm Stall from 6am.

DATE:    Saturday, 3 April 2022
TIME:    07:00 am
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Event 
Sanctioned by:

In Support 
of the:

LIKE US ON                   FOLLOW US @THE NANAGA

Nanaga MTB
___________________
The Brief:
The Nanaga MTB is a well-known 
annual mountain bike event, just 
outside Port Elizabeth, that raises 
funds for the Sunshine Coast Charity 
Trust. 2021 saw the event take on 
new management who wanted to 
develop a brand that is timeless, 
stands out and competes with other 
large mountain bike events in the 
country as there was no official 
branding for the event.

Tools:
Brand Identity

The Solution:
Taking inspiration from the event’s 
natural surroundings, the assistance 
the charity provides to the local 
community, as well as the fun, family-
oriented theme of the event, we 
developed a logo and brand identity 
that stands out and is timeless in its 
design.
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NANAGA MTB 2021

#more than a ride

LIKE OUR PAGE AND GET THE LATEST UPDATES
Early Bird discount available for the first 50 entries 
in each race, or till midnight on 30 November 2019 - 
whichever comes first.

Late entries & registration will take place at Coimbra Cycle Shop, cnr 
Villiers Rd and 6th Ave Walmer on Thursday 16 April from 4-6pm and on 
the morning of the race at Nanaga Farm Stall from 6am.

50
Finish the 
50 to help

‘
‘

#more than a ride

|rail
Run

#mor
e t

ha
n a

 ru
n
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MC Design & 
Contracting
___________________
The Brief:
When the pandemic hit and travel was 
limited, we were approached by MC 
Design & Contracting to assist them 
with growing their digital presence and 
using digital marketing to reach potential 
clients. As part of the process, they 
wanted to give the brand a more modern 
feel without changing it completely.

Tools:
Brand Identity | Website | Campaign 
Development | Social Media | Google Ads 
| Email Marketing | Traditional Media

The Solution:
We started by first making small tweaks 
to the brand to eliminate “older” style 
elements followed by building a new, 
modern and mobile-friendly website that 
truly reflects the great culture and work of 
MC Design & Contracting. A new digital 
and print version of their company profile 
and portfolio was designed to bring 
in the new, modern design elements. 
The biggest challenge faced was the 
restrictions around showcasing their 
work due to their disclosure agreements 
with their clients. We worked around 
this challenge by running ongoing 
campaigns on social media that focused 
on showing the company’s culture using 
a “behind-the- scenes” approach as well 
as establishing leadership in the industry 
by providing industry related educational 
topics delivered through blog posts and 
email marketing.
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Pam Golding 
Properties – 
Port Elizabeth
___________________
The Brief:
In late 2018, the Pam Golding 
Property Group began a national 
drive to go completely digital in 
their marketing efforts. We were 
approached by the Port Elizabeth 
franchise to assist them with using 
their social media platforms to run 
ads as well as grow their online 
community and awareness in the 
Port Elizabeth area.

Tools:
Consulting | Campaign Development 
| Social Media 

The Solution:
Through regular social posting and 
targeted ads focusing on various 
short term campaigns since early 
2019, we’ve organically grown the 
Pam Golding Properties – Port 
Elizabeth following from 2,602 to 
4,014 followers with a monthly 
average reach of 120,000 and 1,500 
visitors to the Pam Golding website.
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IRONMAN For Nature
___________________
The Brief:
IRONMAN For Nature is a fundraising 
initiative for IRONMAN athletes, 
associated individuals and corporates 
to support the conservation work of 
Wilderness Foundation Africa. The 
team at Wilderness Foundation Africa 
approached us to launch the initiative. All 
they had was a logo so they gave us cart 
blanche and the pressure was on for us 
to make it a success. 

Tools:
Brand Strategy | Brand Identity | 
Campaign Development | Website | 
Social Media | Magazine Ad | Email 
Marketing | Launch Event | Videography | 
Photography | Traditional Media

The Solution:
We started by identifying and 
documenting the brand strategy before 
moving on to developing an associated 
brand identity document. We then 
developed a campaign with the slogan 
“NATURE NEEDS YOU, BE NATURE’S 
IRONMAN” which was delivered through 
visually powerful social media and email 
campaigns explaining why nature needs 
our help. The calls to action drive traffic 
to a simple and informative website we 
developed that allows visitors to either 
sign up to be an IRONMAN For Nature 
athlete or to support your athlete through 
donations.
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Springwell
___________________
The Brief:
The client is a well-known and well-
established business in Port Elizabeth 
that has evolved with the times and 
needed their brand identity to reflect this 
as well as a way to keep connected with 
their clients.

Tools:
Brand Identity | Website | Social 
Media

The Solution:
We modernized their grey and 
mustard yellow to a darker color 
scheme with a more modern and 
fresher yellow. We rebuilt their 
website from scratch and now 
continuously drive traffic to it via an 
ongoing social media campaign that 
keeps their customers connected to 
what is going on in their business. 

COMPANY PORTFOLIO

Production

WIRE FORMING

SPRINGWELL

+27 (41) 484 4500

info@springwell.co.za
andrew@springwell.co.za

95a Grahamstown Road
Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape

www.springwell.co.za

With the latest CNC wire forming and spring bending equipment, we can
make any spring or wire form at high speed with perfect precision. 

Using any type of round material available, we can achieve your specific needs.
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Alfie Cox Racing
___________________
The Brief:
Alfie Cox is a legend of motorsport that 
now runs a KTM dealership in KZN. Alfie 
recognized that digital marketing is a 
full time job that needs to be handled by 
experts. The brief was simple: “You guys 
are the professionals and Kyle, I trust 
you enough to ensure we are on top of it.”

Tools:
Website | Social Media | Email Marketing 
| Graphic Design

The Solution:
We started by building a new website 
with an ecommerce store followed 
by constantly driving traffic to the 
website through ads as well as 
retargeting visitors who viewed specific 
products. We constantly develop and 
run numerous campaigns to create 
innovative ways for Alfie to engage with 
his customers specifically around the 
launch of new bike models of which most 
are sold out before they arrive in the 
country from the suppliers. 

During hard lockdown we developed a 
campaign called “Story Time with Alfie” 
which was a series of live videos that 
Alfie and Brad hosted from their home 
and resulted in 126 700 video views and 
over 100 bikes sold during this time.
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Nhaka Consulting
___________________
The Brief:
To have a detailed discovery session and 
full brand update to accurately reflect the 
maturity of Nhaka Consulting.

Tools:
Brand Strategy | Brand CI Guidelines

The Solution:
We refreshed the Nhaka brand with 
the introduction of a modern Type- 
Logo made up of a unique font style 
that complimented the brand style 
and brand-story and updated the 
brand colour with a modernist single 
colour.

Modern logo design is a collection 
of classic and trending elements, all 
of which come together to create a 
brand mark that feels fresh.
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BEFORE

AFTER

nhaka
 Tel: 087 291 4057 
 Cell: 084 891 8946
 Email:  pumza@nhakathel-

egacy.co.za
 Website:    www.nhakathelegacy.

co.za
      

Address:
13-17 Heugh Rd, Walmer Office Park, Gqeberha, 6065

nhaka
www.nhakathelegacy.co.za

T:       087 291 4057 
C:      084 891 8946
E:      pumza@nhakathelegacy.co.za
W:     www.nhakathelegacy.co.za

13-17 Heugh Rd, Walmer Office Park, Gqeberha, 6065

| Pumza Gwabeni
  Director

ND: Building (PETech), BTech Construction Management (NMMU)

“We are passionate about sustainable developments, without losing sight of our 
client’s goal of maximising the financial value of any property development and 
investment project.”
  
“Our team of experts in their various fields guide our clients throughout the property 
development process, to mitigate development risks and maximise property value. 

|   Nhaka

nhaka



OUR COURES:

► Office Administration 
► Management & Leadership
► Human Resource Management
► Finance & Budgeting
► Procurement & Contract Management
► Information Technology
► Engineering & Construction
► Occupational Health & Safety

Address: Aureole Ave, Northwold, 
               Johannesburg, 2162
Phone:    010 109 1758
Email:      info@rantsanemario.co.za
                www.rantsanemario.co.za

Name Surname
Title

ENROL •  LEARN •  BELONG 

Address: Aureole Ave, Northwold, Johannesburg, 2162  Phone:    010 109 1758  Email:      info@rantsanemario.co.za
                www.rantsanemario.co.za

ENROL •  LEARN •  BELONG 

Rantsane Mario
Training Academy
___________________
The Brief:
The client is a well-known and 
well-established training centre in 
Port Elizabeth that has evolved 
with the times and requested that 
their brand identity reflect this.

Tools:
Brand Logo | Corporate Identity 
Document

The Solution:
The Rantsane Mario Training 
Academy brand refresh is a 
makeover of the company 
expression.

The new look, tone and 
presentation of the overall style 
brings a fresh recognition. The 
Rantsane Mario brand refresh 
maintains a visual connection 
to how the brand identity was 
seen before. But the “new suit” 
makeover is up-to-date, vibrant 
and designed for 
today’s audiences.
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Wild Rhino
___________________
The Brief:

To create a Website for the Wild 
Rhino campaign that will utilize 
locally generated informative 
material, social media, events, 
seminars, presentations, and 
competitions.

Tools:

Website Design  | Awareness 
Campaign | Social Media

The Solution:

Create content and drive traffic to an 
informative website we developed that 
allows visitors to stay informed with news 
and upcoming competitions and events. 
The Wild Rhino campaign for example 
uses multimedia marketing channels, 
competitions, and firsthand African 
wildlife experiences, to teach the youth 
of Vietnam about rhino protection, and to 
motivate them to become ambassadors 
for the cause.
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Barney’s Tavern 
(Beachfront and Willow Rd)
____________________
The Brief:
The client is a well-established 
Beachfront Pub and restaurant who had 
recently opened a second branch in the 
Lorraine suburb of Port Elizabeth. They 
needed someone to partner with them 
and handle it all for them – from their 
social media, growing and establishing 
consistency in their brand awareness, 
and cover events held at the venues.

Tools:
Social Media | Photography | 
Videography

The Solution:
Through regular social posting and 
campaigns we assisted them with 
content for in-store activations as well as 
grew their presence in the industry.
During lockdown we assisted them in 
taking their adapted in-house strategy 
to market by providing visual content 
on their socials where they could 
communicate with their clients regarding 
Covid updates, special offers, and 
general news.
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EAST CAPE

SOME OF OUR OTHER 
HAPPY CLIENTS
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WE GET 
     IT DONE*SH
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      why  

   workwithus?
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